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Passionate about cultivating strong communities 
that are based on personal service and contribution, 
John created the Beyond The Ordinary Show, which 
was established as a platform that hosts interesting 
discussions that are hard to find in the mass media. 
More than a show, it quickly grew into an interactive 
community for those seeking ancient wisdom, the next 
generation of mystical teachings, spiritual awakening 
and soulful guidance, with a pragmatic and coherent 
delivery. Each broadcast features John's interviews 
with a curated A-list of today’s most relevant, 
cutting-edge experts and awakened luminaries, who 
unpack consciousness and generously offer mental, 
spiritual clarity and direction for the sole purpose 
of human mastery!

John makes frequent media appearances and is 
regularly asked to provide commentary and insights 
on society's most pressing topics.

From a very young age, John was moved by the 
profound, mystical experiences that ignited and 
enhanced his ability to communicate with different 
realms. Around his 40th birthday, he underwent a 
profound esoteric transformation that began to 
repattern his limiting beliefs, where he started seeing 
energy around people, animals and nature; a sense of 
heightened intuition that enabled him to see the world 
for the very first time with colour that spanned beyond 
what we'd call an ordinary dimension. 

It wasn’t long after, during his meditations and dream 
state that he started receiving messages and ancient 
teachings from guides he did not have an awareness 
of before; spiritually enlightened beings from beyond 
this realm here to awaken John to his full potential. 

As he applied this newly discovered source of wisdom, 
John's life dramatically changed and he awakened 
to a new way of living. He embraced this newfound 
sense of passion, and purpose, along with the 
unquenchable desire to share his experiences with 
people from all around the world. He tapped into a 
new frequency that he learnt to embody daily, which 
nourished his life and turned confusion into clarity, 
anxiety into ease and flow, loneliness into sovereignty, 
frustration into compassion, and fear into love.

JOHN BURGOS IS A SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR, AN INTERNATIONALLY 
RECOGNISED THOUGHT LEADER IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL EVOLUTION, 
OFTEN REFERRED TO AS A SPIRITUAL ACTIVIST.

AS SEEN ON



Based on thousands of hours in workshops, interviews, and group work, 
and with over 20 years of professional dedication in the fields of spirituality 
and human potential, John Burgos brings to audiences a soothing gallery 

of masterfully recorded audios that go beyond self-help. Addressing topics 
which affect our flow and our capacity to lead truly happy and fulfilling lives, 
these pocket guides offer immediate support from the very first listen. 

Designed to elevate your conciousness and to be replayed in times of need, 
John's voice and nurturing wisdom will help you to rapidly gain perspective, 
attune to your highest potential, bounce back from destabilizing moments, 
and elevate your vibration so you can travel through your daily life with flow 
and ease, even during the most pressing and challenging times.

HUMAN MASTERY 
POCKET GUIDES

Thank you for the opportunity to create 
my ultimate dream reality

Thank you for the opportunity to create Thank you for the opportunity to create 

John Burgos is a firm believer that we all have the inner wisdom required 
to guide and heal ourselves if we learn to listen to intuitive signs that are 
available in all of us. Ascending to this level of consciousness is a journey 
that calls for daily practices, which ultimately lead to human mastery, 
and the start to this journey is now. 

YOU MAY HAVE SEEN JOHN BURGOS IN THE MEDIA OR JOINED 
ONE OF HIS EVENTS. NOW YOU CAN HAVE INSTANT ACCESS 
TO HIS FOUNDATIONAL HUMAN MASTERY TEACHINGS, 
AT ANY TIME, AND FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD AT 
A TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
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HUMAN MASTERY 

 IN THE MEDIA OR JOINED 



THE BEYOND THE ORDINARY SHOW, FOUNDED
AND HOSTED BY JOHN BURGOS, OFFERS FREE LIVE 
INTERACTIVE WEBINAR BROADCASTS FEATURING 
THE WORLD’S LEADING TRANSFORMATIVE 
THOUGHT LEADERS, ENERGY HEALERS 
AND SPIRITUAL MASTERS.

Established as a platform to speak honestly about topics, 
feelings, and thoughts that are hard to find in mass media, the 
Beyond The Ordinary Show quickly grew into an interactive 
community for those seeking ancient wisdom, the next 
generation of mystical teachings, spiritual awakening and 
soulful guidance, with  pragmatic and coherent delivery.

Thank you for the fabulous platform 
you provide and the wonderful people you 

bring to us daily.

Each broadcast features John's interviews with a curated A-list 
of today’s most relevant, cutting-edge experts and awakened 
luminaries, who unpack consciousness and generously offer 
physical, mental and spiritual clarity and direction for the sole 
purpose of human mastery!
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You hold space for a conversation 
I thought would take years to start 

to surface.

Your authenticity shines through.  I prefer your 
presence over Deepak Chopra, Louise Hay 

and many other trailblazers.
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EXPERT 
COMMENTARY
JOHN BURGOS IS A RECOGNISED THOUGHT LEADER 
IN THE SPIRITUALITY SPACE AND IS FREQUENTLY
ASKED TO PROVIDE COMMENTARY AND INSIGHTS 
ON SOCIETY'S MOST PRESSING TOPICS. 

The separation between genders is a narrative of the past, as we 
increasingly begin to honour acknowledge and appreciate the feminine. 
Culturally and even politically we are seeing a welcome and much 
awaited rise of the feminine. We are challenging old beliefs that once 
considered the feminine as the weaker, more vulnerable of the genders. 

What is the feminine revolution really about? What can we learn from it? 
How can society improve and accelerate but tapping into the divine 
feminine's virtues and gifts? John Burgos gives us a pragmatic and 
eye-opening perspective that is highly valued in workplaces. 

THE RISE OF THE FEMININE REVOLUTION 

Male consciousness is breaking the shackles and there's a shift in masculine 
energy. We see it in how men are raising their children, how they show up as 
leaders in the workplace, in how they emotionally show up for their partners. 
This is the social reform we've been waiting for, and it's here, taking place right 
before our eyes. 

John reveals how to recognise an empathic masculine man, how to encourage 
and celebrate him, and the way we can nurture and lead this new era of 
masculinity so we can truly cultivate and enjoy better relationships at home, 
at work, and within our greater society. 

THE EMPATHIC MASCULINE 

It's not all unicorns and flowers. When we go through personal evolution 
we have to go into the shadow-self, and it's not pretty. The seed of our 
growth is in the darkness. COVID-19 as an example is part of our personal 
transformation globally. In this talking point, John Burgos offers a unique 
perspective on personal and transformation that's equally awakening, yet 
soothing and reassuring.

THE DARK SIDE OF PERSONAL 
AND SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATION 

We are often judged and shamed for having opinions, beliefs, and conversations 
about our dreams or our sharp intuition, which we keep to ourselves because 
the world labels these as 'strange'. However, inner wisdom rarely appears in 
a linear scientific way, and so; we are encouraged to neglect it, but it's how 
Beethoven composed a symphony without being able to hear, or Nicola Tesla 
whose inventions were designed and perfected in his imagination. It's time we 
trusted our inner-guide and normalised this wisdom, which is readily available 
in all of us.

INNER WISDOM; THE CONVERSATION 
THAT’S BEEN KEPT IN THE DARK  

BELOW IS A LIST OF JOHN'S MOST FREQUENT TALKING POINTS 
AND STORY ANGLES FOR UPCOMING INTERVIEWS. 



EXPERT 
COMMENTARY
CONT. 

While many may mark 2020 as their worst year, it is in fact the year that sparked 
a rebirth revolution. As a society, we are experiencing die-off, which is a vital 
phase for the evolution in human consciousness. John Burgos gives us a topline 
alternative view and how to navigate through it, highlighting to viewers and 
listeners the silver linings that await us.

WELCOME TO THE POST-COVID ERA 
WHY MARKET CONTRACTIONS ARE ACTUALLY 
SOCIAL CONTRACTIONS 

The world is waking up and we are seeing beyond the plasticity, and it's not 
attractive. John Burgos offers a polarizing perspective on beauty and delves into 
the aspects that enhance real and true beauty; self-love, body positivity, aligned 
inner and outer health.

THE UGLY TRUTH; 
WHY AND HOW BEAUTY IS BEING REDEFINED 
(A SPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVE) 

The primal instinct for sex is not leading as it used to. When we merge our 
energies something bigger happens. Sex has become energetic and now is 
the time to open up the social commentary around how we're evolving, 
and how our needs for sexual fulfilment are changing. 

NEW AGE SEX

John Burgos deconstructs both environmental and pressing societal 
issues we need to reflect on as a collective if we are to take control of 
our lives, to live on purpose, and make an impact!

THE POLES ARE MELTING BUT IT’S NOT JUST 
THE ENVIRONMENT THAT’S BEING AFFECTED 

What if they told you there's a drug-free way to enhance and manage your 
mental health? John Burgos shares stories, tips and tools you have access 
to right now, that can dramatically improve your mood, performance, 
and outlook on life.

SPIRITUAL MATURITY; 
THE NEW PILL FOR MENTAL HEALTH 

Dating and finding love, getting clear on what you want but letting go of 
'the list'. John Burgos explores play, and flow, but also codependence, 
expectations, and why over-functioning in romantic relationships to create 
an outcome leads to trouble. He deconstructs the good and bad of dating 
apps and how instead of feeling anxious, we can enjoy the journey of 
attracting love. 

LOVE IN THE DIGITAL AGE 
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SOCIAL ASSETS

CLICK TO VIEW

INSTAGRAM.COM/JOHNBURGOS_SPIRITUALACTIVIST

FACEBOOK.COM/BEYONDTHEORDINARYSHOW

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/JOHN-BURGOS

MEDIA & 
PUBLICITY ENQUIRIES

For expert commentary or feature opportunities, 
please forward your interview requests to:

MARINA MARA (Media Advisor & Publicist)
hello@marinamara.com
+61 403 324 306

https://www.instagram.com/JOHNBURGOS_SPIRITUALACTIVIST/
https://www.facebook.com/beyondtheordinaryshow/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-burgos



